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NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 
 

COUNCIL 
 
 

FINANCIAL STRATEGY 2013/17 
 
 
1. OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 
 

1.1 This paper’s main object is to provide an analysis of relevant factors for 
the council’s financial strategy. 
  

1.2 It aims to do this taking account of: 
 

i. The current economic situation 
 

ii. The Government’s deficit reduction plan for the public finances 
 

iii. The council’s share of  resources through the Local Government 
Finance Settlement 

 
iv. Feedback from the public and other stakeholders on what they 

see as service and spending priorities. 
 
1.3 The paper provides financial analysis and consultation feedback. It sets 

the context for the financial decisions the council will take for the start of 
the next financial year in April 2013 and for the years ahead. 

  
 
2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

Strategy and Priorities 
 

2.1 The council’s four agreed priorities set out a vision and strategic direction for 
the council. They define how the council will operate and the outcomes it is 
committed to achieve for the people who live and work in the area. In essence it 
commits the council to be dynamic, high performing and customer focussed; 
giving the best possible value for money and changing outcomes for all people 
living and working in the area. They help to shape the council’s decision-
making including its financial plan. 

 
2.2 There are four key themes to the strategy: 
 

1) To give excellent service to customers 
 

2) To provide value for taxpayers’ money  
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3) To make communities stronger 
 

4) To regenerate the area and increase prosperity 
 

 Financial strategy 
  
2.3 The financial strategy is made up of a number of elements. The following 

paragraphs explain them. 
 
2.4 There is a legal requirement to set a revenue budget each year. The council 

must decide the level of spending it can afford. It must take account of how 
much government grant it will receive and the level of council tax it wishes to 
set. The council must make sure that it sets a balanced budget – that it has 
identified adequate finance to pay for its spending plans. The revenue budget is 
by law set one year at a time. However, it needs to fit the longer –term strategic 
vision and in practice the council sets an indicative four year financial plan as 
well as a detailed one-year budget. 

 2.5 It is an established principle that the costs of running local authority services 
are met partly from local taxation and partly from government grant. The 
components change over time, as well as the balance between local and 
central funding. From 2013/14 there will be a partial re-localisation of business 
rates, with government and local authorities taking a 50% share each. This 
means that there will again be two local taxes to support council spending, 
business rates and council tax.  

2.6 Formula grant This is a general grant shared out by formula. The formula 
takes into account the social and economic characteristics of each area. It 
compares the needs of each area and relative resources to decide how much 
each authority gets. This will continue in the new regime for local government 
finance, but will be progressively reduced. 

2.7 Specific grants These are grants for specific purposes and are paid 
separately. The largest is Dedicated Schools Grant which can only be spent in 
schools or on defined support services for schools.  

2.8 The aim of reforms to local government finance is to make as many councils as 
possible self-financing; and to strengthen local accountability rather than 
accountability to government. The government still has some tools of financial 
influence. The Localism Act 2011 requires a council to conduct a local 
referendum if an increase is proposed which is above an ‘Excessive’ level 
determined by the Secretary of State. For 2013/14 this is 2%. The referendum 
replaces the previous capping regime. The government has offered a further 
council tax freeze grant for the next two years, equivalent to 1% on the 
council taxbase, to those authorities which hold or reduce the council tax 
compared to 2012/13.  

2.9 The council has a separate capital programme for longer-term investment in 
services. This is spending on the construction and improvement of assets such 
as schools, roads and other council-run facilities. It can fund these from grant, 
borrowing, capital receipts from asset sales, or direct from revenue. 
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2.10 The Prudential Code governs borrowing decisions. The council must ensure 
that borrowing to support investment is affordable and prudent over the long-
term.  

 
2.11 The Council has also adopted the CIPFA Code of Practice for Treasury 

Management, the standard of best practice. This was revised in the light of the 
Icelandic banking crisis and the impact it had on local government investments. 
The Code requires the council to set a strategy for the investment of cash 
surpluses, the management of its debt portfolio, and define how and in what 
circumstances it will borrow. 
 

3. OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION   
   
3.1 The council has a statutory obligation to deliver a range of services, such as 

the safeguarding of children, social care and waste collection and disposal; it 
can deliver a range of other services at its discretion such as leisure and 
cultural facilities. The choices it makes about what it does and how are shaped 
by the needs and aspirations of the local community 
 

3.2 This paper provides context for those choices. It provides  information on 
 

o The economic situation 
 

o The public finances  
 

o Council finances 
 

o The outcomes of consultation 
 
3.3 Each of these has implications for how we frame our financial plans: 
 

• Our finances set a limit on the resource we can deploy in providing 
services to the public 
 

• The feedback from the public, business and other stakeholders gives us 
a valuable insight into what expectations there are of the council. 

  
4. ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
 
 THE ECONOMIC SITUATION 
 
4.1 It is now over four years since the October 2008 crisis in the international 

banking system and the impact on growth in the developed economies of 
Europe and North America is still being felt. What began as a crisis of 
confidence in the ability of banks to meet their debt obligations has since 
transformed into a crisis of confidence in the ability of states to service their 
debts. The concern is that large deficits in public finances are not sustainable 
as governments continue to borrow to bridge the gap between tax revenues 
and current spending. This concern is exacerbated by the slow pace of 
economic recovery to the level of activity (GDP). 
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4.2 A further year of sluggish economic recovery in 2012 and a double dip 
recession has meant that the Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) has 
had to revise its projections for growth in the UK economy. Table 1 shows its 
projection for growth and inflation and the fan chart shows the potential for 
different growth outcomes to the central projection.  

 
 Table 1 

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Growth % 
 1.2 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.8 

Inflation CPI % 2.5 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.0 
 
4.3 On these projections it will take until 2016 before the UK achieves ‘normal’ 

levels of annual growth. Inflation is also expected to run ahead of the 2% target 
for another two years. As growth is still contributing only weakly to deficit 
reduction through increased tax revenues, the government has decided to 
reduce public spending further in 2013/14 , 2014/15 and in the next Spending 
Review period.  Inflation running ahead of the 2% target adds more pressure to 
public finances. On the positive side the UK Government has been able to 
borrow cheaply to finance the deficit; the benefit may reduce if the rating 
agencies consider a downgrade to the UK ‘ AAA’ credit rating. 
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THE PUBLIC FINANCES 
 
4.4 Table 2A shows the deficit falling as the spending freeze continues and revenues 

slowly increase. The significant reduction on 2012/13 to £81bn or 5.1% of GDP 
reflects the one-off transfer of the Post Office pension fund (£28bn) to the government 
accounts. The underlying deficit is similar to 2011/12. Table 2B shows absolute debt 
levels increasing to £1.5trn by 2016/17. Debt is now expected to start to reduce as a 
percentage of GDP from 2016/17 three years later than originally envisaged and from 
a higher peak. 

 
Forecast £ billion 

 Table 2A 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 

Public sector net 
borrowing  121 81 99 88 73 49 

Deficit as a % of GDP 7.9 5.1 6.1 5.2 4.2 2.6 
 

Forecast £ billion 
Table 2B   12/13  13/14 14/15 15/16  16/17 

Public 
sector net 
debt  £bn 

1,186 1,270 1,362 1,442 1,498

% of 
GDP 

75.4 79.5 82.2 83.6 81.4

  
 4.5 In the Autumn Statement the Chancellor reaffirmed the government’s commitment to 

its deficit reduction strategy. Two further years of real–term public spending reductions 
are now planned for 2015/17 to eliminate the deficit in public finances. Those 
spending reductions will fall most heavily on the same areas of public spending as in 
the 2011/15 spending review including local government services and welfare 
budgets. Protection will continue for the two large spending areas of Education and 
Health. As part of the deficit reduction programme the government is committed to 
challenge the size of the public sector and to transform the way public services are 
delivered. Table 3 shows the revised spending plans in the Autumn Statement 2012:  

   
 

Table 3 Planned spending £ billion 

      11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-17 

Current expenditure 643 660 672 681 698 707 

Gross investment 48 42 48 50 47 48 

Total expenditure   691 702 720 731 745 755 
 
 

4.6 Against this back-drop the Chancellor has set out a series of reforms to generate 
Growth and deliver its four overarching ambitions for the UK economy: 
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a) Encouraging investment and exports 

 
b) Creating a more educated workforce 

 
c) Making the UK the best place in Europe to start a business 

 
d) Creating the most competitive tax system in the G20. 

 
4.7 A range of additional measures to stimulate growth were included in the 2012 

Autumn Statement. They include:  
 

• Developing the UK’s infrastructure to meet the needs of businesses with a £5.5 
billion capital package and support for long-term private investment, including 
in new roads, science infrastructure, free schools and academies 
 

• A commitment to devolve a greater proportion of growth-related spending to 
local areas from April 2015, in response to Lord Heseltine’s review of economic 
growth to ensure businesses, particularly small businesses, can access finance 
and support. 

 
4.8 The Autumn Statement reaffirmed that Fairness is a fundamental aspect of the 

Government’s plans to reduce the deficit. The Government believes that 
changes to tax and public spending should impact fairly across society by 
ensuring that everyone pays their fair share. 

 
4.9 This is a key part of the strategy for welfare reform. Welfare spending 

increased by around 20 per cent in real terms in the decade to 2007-08, and it 
now costs over £200bn a year. The government believes that welfare spending 
has become unaffordable given reduced resources available for other key 
public services. It has therefore added a further £3.7bn saving in 2015/16 to 
measures that will save £18 billion in 2014-15 from welfare spending. To 
achieve its savings target the Government will up-rate most working age 
benefits and tax credits by 1 per cent for three years from April 2013, in line 
with a similar intention to limit public sector pay awards to 1 per cent.  

 
4.10  Government has also made a commitment to continue to tackle tax avoidance 

and evasion; and announced measures to increase the Exchequer 
contribution of the richest. 

 
4.11 As part of its reform agenda the government is keen to strengthen the ability of 

local communities to make their own decisions, and to free them from central 
government prescription (‘Localism’), so that 

 
a) Local areas should be freed from central financial control and rely on their 

own ability to generate tax income to pay for local services as far as 
possible 

 
b) Local authority funding should be tied more directly to generating local 

economic development  
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c) Schools should be freed to operate independently and should determine the 
level of support they want from the local authority, if any, and 

 
d) Through measures such as the Community Right to Challenge and 

delegation of planning decisions to neighbourhoods, citizens should be 
empowered to take decisions on their priorities for the local area 

 
 COUNCIL FINANCES 
  

CONTEXT 
 

4.12 There are fundamental changes to the Finance regime for councils, changes which 
will have a long-term impact. Council and cabinet have made a series of decisions 
over recent months to prepare for and implement the reform agenda.  

 
a) Retention of Business Rates (Cabinet 29 01 13) 

 
Business rates which have for many years been centrally pooled, and then 
redistributed to councils based on a formula, are now to be partially re-localised.  The 
scheme provides an incentive for councils to grow their local economy as they can 
retain a proportion of the additional tax income this growth generates.  Cabinet on 29 
January 2013 approved the business rates tax yield to be notified to government and 
to be used in budget planning for 2013-14. 

 
Business rates will now be shared 50/50 between local and national shares. There will 
continue to be a redistribution of business rate income from high-income (tariff) to 
high- need (top-up) authorities. As a tariff authority North Lincolnshire, to benefit from 
the new regime, needs to grow its business base.  The risk here is that the area has a 
concentration of large industrial enterprises and the council will be exposed to any 
major changes in its tax base. A major closure would have a substantial effect on 
business rates income, before government safety nets were triggered (a 7.5% fall 
from the business rates baseline). Conversely large-scale development of new 
enterprises would generate substantial additional income, which the council would be 
able to keep around a third (37.5%).  
 
b) Council Tax Support Scheme (CTSS) (Council 27-11-12) 
 
The Welfare Reform Act 2012 provided for the abolition of council tax benefit, paving 
the way for new localised council tax reduction schemes. Over the summer/ early 
autumn the council consulted on a draft scheme. This protected pensioners’ current 
entitlements, but envisaged a 23% cut in working age benefits. This passed on the 
10% reduction in funding passed over from government. The council determined its 
scheme in November, taking advantage of one-year transitional funding from 
government. This caps the reduction to working age benefit at 8.5%.  
 
 This exposes the council to greater risk (and potential reward):  cost savings if the 
claimant count falls with economic growth or the risk of additional costs if the claimant 
count increases.   
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c) Council Tax taxbase (Council 27-11-12) 
 

The new Council Tax Support Scheme has the effect of reducing the local taxbase, by 
discounting the tax liability where before it was paid from a benefit awarded.  
Compensation of 90% is via the grant system. At the same time changes to legislation 
provide new discretionary options for councils to increase tax on different categories 
of empty property. Council in November approved a taxbase reflecting both changes. 
This taxbase will be the basis for setting the council tax in 2013-14 for the council itself 
and for precepting bodies. 
 
d) Revised Schools funding formula (People Cabinet Member 22-01-13) 

 
Since 2006/07 funding for schools has taken the form of a ring-fenced Dedicated 
Schools Grant. The new national Schools Funding Formula has implications for 
how this is distributed across the country, as government endeavours to 
standardise levels of funding for similar schools regardless of location. The formula 
for DSG now has three elements: An amount per pupil; an allowance for children 
with special needs; and an amount per pupil in early years’ settings. On a like-for-
like basis the schools block and early year’s funding falls by -0.1% in cash terms to 
£100.722m, compared to a national average of a 1.1% increase. This is partly 
explained by falling pupil numbers. Additional funding is provided for high-needs 
pupils and for the socially disadvantaged through a pupil premium.  
 
The reforms also reduce the number of factors which can be used to distribute 
funding through the local formula from 38 to a maximum 13, and government has 
prescribed the data sets to be used.  
 
In addition there is a requirement to delegate more funding to schools, which can 
only be managed centrally if the Schools Forum agrees. As part of this reform there 
is a claw back from the council’s general grant for the cost of support services 
(Finance, HR etc): this will be shared between Academies and Maintained schools 
on a per pupil basis.  
 
As schools opt for academy status there are implications for the council’s resources 
as Academies take their share of the local funding pot.; and for the scale of local 
authority support services to schools if academies choose to buy elsewhere. 
 

e) Public Health 
From 2013/14 responsibility for Public Health transfers from the NHS to local 
government. The council will take the lead on improving health locally, targeted to 
the local demographic.  

 
Public Health services will be funded through a ring-fenced specific grant to ensure 
this remains a priority at a time of local authority budget cuts. For 2013/14 the 
council has been awarded £8.1m. From this it will fund existing services provided 
by staff that transfer, contracted specialist services, and future developments. 
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SETTLEMENT 2013/14 
 

 4.13 In the new local government finance system the council has been given a Start-up 
Funding Assessment of £72.536m. This is a combination of: 
 

a) Formula grant 
 

b) The 50% local share of business rates, and 
 

c) Within a) and b) there are a number of former specific grants now rolled into the 
settlement 
 
(Early Intervention Grant, Learning Disability and Health Reform grant, 2011/12 
Council Tax Freeze grant, Homelessness Prevention, and lead local Flood 
Authority funding)   
 

d) Also £9.747m to compensate the council for around 90% of the loss in council 
tax income due to the localisation of council tax support (previously council tax 
benefit). 
 

4.14 The assessment is based on the 2012/13 settlement and essentially uses the final 
year of the old system to set the distribution of funding between authorities for the 
start of the new. These relative shares are essentially fixed up to 2020 when the 
system will be rebalanced. It protects those authorities which would have faced 
greater funding reductions by setting a floor; this is paid for reducing the amount of 
gain for others. For North Lincolnshire, as in the previous formula grant regime, this 
takes back a substantial sum £4.492m, frozen for the next 7 years.  
  

4.15 The funding assessment was £1.8m lower than anticipated.  This was because a cut 
of £1.8m was made before the rolling in of Early Intervention Grant and set aside to 
fund the extension of the early years offer to two year olds. That funding will now 
come through Dedicated Schools Grant, effectively ring-fenced. 

 
 4.16 A crucial issue was how the government would set the business rate baseline, the 

amount of business rates it believed the council would collect. This determines the 
size of the local share of business rates, the tariff which the council will pay over to 
fund top-up authorities; and the levy on any gain above that level. The chosen 
methodology was to set the baseline using a two year rather than a five year historical 
average. The two year average depresses the figure deemed to be collectable in 
2013/14 and for the following six years. Based on the current best estimate of growth, 
closures and appeals this brings a bonus of £1m additional business rates which 
we can retain locally and use to fund the budget. This sum increases in later years of 
the financial plan period to over £3m. 

 
 4.17  In closing the remaining funding gap between planned spending and the resources 

available a number of specific grants which are not ring-fenced can be brought into 
play:  

 
a) A share of the new Education Grant for support services (top-sliced from 

formula grant), shared between the Council and Academies in the area in 
proportion to pupil numbers in each (current share estimate £1.986m) 
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b) Council tax freeze grant equivalent to 1% on the taxbase for 2013/14 and 

2014/15 for no increase in the council tax band D charge in 2013/14 (£0.670m) 
 

c) A one-year grant to minimise the impact of the new Council Tax Support 
Scheme  on working age claimants (£0.267m) 
 

d) Use of all the New Homes Bonus to support the budget - £1.771m rising 
£3.691m by 2016/17 ( planned investments of NHB in housing projects will now 
be funded through the capital programme) 
 

e) There is also a surplus of £300k on the Collection Fund to be applied in 
2013/14.   

 
4.18 There is a further local benefit from the Government’s growth strategy which 

includes: 
 

a) The write-down of debt on the Humber Bridge to reduce tolls and so 
facilitate economic activity in the sub-region. Although the Bridge Board’s 
finances are underwritten by the four Humber authorities, no costs are 
expected in the period of this financial plan. 
 

b) European and government funding for high-speed broadband across 
northern Lincolnshire (BDUK)  
 

c) A new Enterprise Zone on the Humber, with the prospect of developing 
large-scale production, assembly and support to the off-shore wind industry 
 

d) Building on the Humber-wide LEP established in June 2011 to focus on 
opportunities for growth around ports and logistics, chemicals, international 
trade, strategic transport, infrastructure and innovation 
 

e) Partnership in a regional forum to manage funds for infrastructure 
development from 2015, devolved from central government in line with the 
Heseltine Review 
 

f) More funding from the Regional Growth Fund to add to the initial £10m 
awarded last year. 

 
CONSULTATION 

 
4.19 Consultation with stakeholders in local government is another essential element of 

the budget planning framework. This is part of the commitment to review the 
council’s plans and activities in the light of customer feedback and so to give local 
people a real say on service quality and service priorities. The target audiences 
were: the public (including staff), local businesses, parish councils and the council’s 
Corporate Scrutiny Panel.    
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4.20 The public consultation was in four parts, on-line and a paper-based 
questionnaire. It asked respondents to  

 
i. Indicate the level of importance they would attach to each service from a list 

of eighteen council services 
 

ii. Express a preference for a number of options the council could consider to 
reduce costs and improve value for money.  

 
iii. Provide an opinion on the level of satisfaction with the local area, the way 

the council runs things and how well the council keeps residents informed 
 

iv. Indicate their preferred trade-off between high-quality services, value for 
money and the level of council tax increase 

 
 The feedback is summarised in Appendix 1.  

 
4.21 A special event was held on 31 January for North Lincolnshire members of the 

Chamber of Commerce and the Federation of Small Businesses, to consider the 
budget position and how the business sector and the council could work together 
more effectively for the prosperity of the local area. Those present believed the 
council had a significant role to play in developing business in the area, making the 
area an attractive one for businesses; and for people to live and work in, through 
the delivery of the full range of its public services. The same presentation was 
made to the Parish and Town Council Liaison committee on the same day. 

 
 

5. RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (FINANCIAL, STAFFING, PROPERTY, IT) 
 

5.1 This paper provides information on the state of the public finances and the council’s 
financial position in a reformed funding regime. It is in this context that council sets its 
financial strategy, its budget and council tax for 2013/14. 

 
5.2 Feedback from the public, business and other stakeholders tells the council how well 

its priorities meet aspirations. These should be taken into account in the allocation of 
resources through the budget.   
 
 

6. OTHER IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, ENVIRONMENTAL, DIVERSITY, SECTION 
17 - CRIME AND DISORDER, RISK AND OTHER) 

 
6.1 There are laws governing how the council sets its council tax requirement and 

treasury management strategy. These are identified in the reports which follow. 
 
 
7. OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION 
 
7.1 These are covered in section 4.  
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
8.1 That in determining resource allocation in the 2013/17 financial plan council notes 

 
• The state of the economy and the public finances 

 
• The council’s financial position 

 
• The council’s strategic priorities 

 
• The feedback from local residents, business and other stakeholders. 

 
THE DIRECTOR OF POLICY AND RESOURCES 

 
 
Civic Centre 
Ashby Road 
SCUNTHORPE 
North Lincolnshire 
DN16 1AB 
Author:   Peter Fijalkowski  
 Date:11 February  2013 
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The Local Government Settlement at  
http://www.local.communities.gov.uk/finance/1314/settle.htm 
 
The Local Government Finance Act 2012 
 
Report to Council, 27 November 2012, Localising Support for Council Tax 
 
Report to Council, 27 November 2012, Calculating the Council Taxbase 
 
Report to cabinet, 29 January 2013, Setting the Non-domestic Rates Tax Yield for 
2013-14 
 
Report to People cabinet member, 22 January 2013, Schools Funding Formula 2013-
14
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          APPENDIX 1 
Budget consultation with local residents  
 
Consultation took place between 2 November and 14 December 2012 through: 
 

 An on-line  questionnaire on the Council ‘s website 
 

 The same questionnaire in pamphlet form at council buildings which the public 
use: local links, libraries etc 
 

Objectives 
 
The consultation was in four parts and asked respondents to  
 

1. Indicate the level of importance they would attach to each service from a list of 
eighteen council services 

 
2. Express a preference for a number of options the council could consider to 

reduce costs and improve value for money.  
 

3. Provide an opinion on the level of satisfaction with the local area, the way the 
council runs things and how well the council keeps residents informed 

 
4. Indicate their preferred trade-off between high-quality services, value for money 

and the level of council tax increase 
 
Methodology 
 
The questionnaire invited respondents 
 

 To classify each council service from a list of eighteen as either ‘Very 
Important’, ‘Important’, ‘Limited Importance’ or ‘Not Important’   
 

 To indicate their strength of feeling on a number of cost reduction and value for 
money proposals, categorised as – ‘strongly agree’, ‘agree’, ‘object’ or ‘strongly 
object’. This section included  questions on changes to service delivery, 
including more use of the private and voluntary sector, more use of on-line 
rather than face to face or telephone services, and shared services with other 
public sector providers 
 

 To provide an opinion on the level of satisfaction with the local area as a place 
to live, with options ranging from ‘Very satisfied’ to ‘Very dissatisfied’. This was 
followed by two similar questions asking for opinions on the way North 
Lincolnshire Council runs things and how well informed the Council keeps 
residents about the services and benefits it provides  
 

 To consider statements relating to the quality of services, value for money and 
the level of council tax rise, ranking them in order of importance 
 

 An opportunity was also provided to feed back further comments on which 
services the council should prioritise; any they felt the council should spend 
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less on or stop doing completely; and any suggestions on other ways the 
council could make savings or improve value for money 

 
Summary of responses 
 
A total of 196 responses were received.  

 
Consultation outcomes 
 
1) Service priorities 
 
A total of 18 service areas were put forward which capture the range of council 
responsibilities. These are listed in the table: 

 
1. Children’s care services: family 
support, children’s homes, fostering 
and adoption. 

10. Maintaining roads and footpaths 

2. Protecting people from flooding  11. Improving road safety 
3. Education – support for schools 12. Waste collection, recycling and 

disposal 
4. Cultural services – such as 
museums 

13. Maintaining public spaces: street 
cleaning, parks etc 

5. Youth services 14. Libraries and Local Links 
6. Care of the elderly 15. Promoting economic growth and 

jobs – especially for young people 
7. Care of the people with disabilities 16. Indoor and outdoor leisure 

facilities 
8. Reducing crime, the fear of crime 
and anti-social behaviour 

17. Supporting public transport 

9. Improving people’s health 18. Support to voluntary sector 
bodies 

 
Highest priority services 
 
From this analysis, based on the number of votes and their ranking, the highest 
priorities were: 
 

1) Care of the elderly (2) 
2) Care of people with disabilities (12) 
3) Children's care services: family support, children's homes, fostering and 

adoption (4) 
 
Followed by 
 

4) Education - support for schools (1) 
5) Promoting economic growth and jobs - especially for young people (3) 
6) Reducing crime, the fear of crime and anti-social behaviour (6) 
7) Maintaining roads and footpaths (5) 
8) Waste collection, recycling and disposal (9) 
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Each of the above services achieved an average ranking in the range from ‘Important’ 
to ‘Very Important’. 
 
The bracketed numbers show the comparative ranking last year. With some change to 
relative ranking 6 of the top 8 priorities are the same; care of people with disabilities 
and waste collection are new; youth services and improving people’s health have 
dropped to  10th  and 11th  

 
Suggestions were made on other services the council should prioritise – 
 

 The most common suggestion was Town Centre regeneration 
 

Suggestions were made on other services the council should spend less on, or 
stop doing completely – 
 

 Members’ Allowances 
 Leisure 
 Traffic management issues such as speed bumps 

 
 

2) Cost reduction/value for money options 
 
The percentages in the table below show the balance of responses. Allowing ’Strongly 
agree’ or ‘strongly disagree’ a double weighting compared to ‘agree’ and ‘object’ a 
weighted average has been calculated. For each statement figures in bold show the 
category which corresponds to the weighted average.  
 
 Strongly 

agree 
Agree Object Strongly 

object 
Look for income generating 
opportunities through selling council 
services 

22% 37% 26% 15% 

Sharing the provision of services with 
other councils or organisations 23% 53% 19% 5% 

Make more use of volunteers to 
provide services 9% 33% 38% 20% 

Reduce the number of council 
buildings  24% 53% 20% 3% 

Transfer services to other 
organisations, for example town and 
parish councils or voluntary groups 

10% 24% 41% 25% 

Make more services available online 
rather than face-to-face in offices or 
over the telephone 

16% 31% 34% 19% 

Negotiate with the private sector to 
provide services 8% 18% 37% 37% 

 
 
The new option of ‘Looking for income generating opportunities’ is supported by a 
majority of respondents. Other proposals attract a similar distribution of opinion as last 
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year. However ‘transfer services to other organisations’ and ‘make more services 
available on-line’ no longer have majority support. 
 
Suggestions were made on other ways the council can make savings or 
improve value for money – 
 

• Reduce the number of managers  
• Reduce the number of councillors and cut allowances 
• Invest in staff to generate money saving ideas and increase productivity 
• Reduce Procurement costs e.g. buying local, more flexibility 

 
 
3) Satisfaction with the Council and Local Area 
 
 

 Very 
satisfied 

Fairly 
satisfied 

Neither 
satisfied 
nor 
dissatisfied 

Fairly 
dissatisfied 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Overall, how satisfied 
or dissatisfied are you 
with your local area 
as a place to live? 

24% 50% 16% 7% 3% 

Overall, how satisfied 
or dissatisfied are you 
with the way North 
Lincolnshire Council 
runs things? 

13% 47% 21% 15% 4% 

      
 

Very well 
informed 

Fairly well 
informed 

Not very 
well 
informed 

Not well 
informed at 
all 

Overall, how well 
informed do you think 
North Lincolnshire 
Council keeps 
residents about the 
services and benefits 
it provides? 

8% 56% 29% 7% 

 
This section of the questionnaire was not part of last year’s survey and so there is no 
direct comparative data linking satisfaction and budget issues. There have, however, 
been other surveys of public satisfaction. What the figures show is that 
 

• 74% of respondents say they are either satisfied or very satisfied with the area 
as a place to live. 

• 61% of respondents say they are either satisfied or very satisfied with the way 
the council runs things up from 45% last year and back to near its 2000 level of 
62% 
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• 63% of respondents say they are well or very well informed about the services 
the council provides. 

 
There is an interesting equivalence of the number who are satisfied and the number 
who feel well informed. 
 
4) Taxpayer priorities 
 
Respondents ranked their preferences on quality of service, value for money and 
council tax in order of importance.  
 
Improving the quality of services attracted the most first preferences (38%). Value for 
money (32%) and keeping council tax low (30%) attracted a similar level of 
preference. This question was framed differently last year – with questions about 
different levels of council tax rises- and so a direct comparison cannot be made. That 
said there is a difference in the relative ranking of value for money (now second) and 
high quality services (now first). 
 
5) Conclusion 

 
As the responses to this survey are not a statistically –based sample some care has 
to be taken in interpreting its results.  
 
Taking this into account the service priorities are consistent year on year. The main 
exception is that support for ‘the care of people with disabilities’ has risen markedly. 

 
The new proposal for ‘Income generating opportunities through selling council 
services’ is supported by a majority. Other proposals for cost reduction/ better value 
for money have a similar distribution of opinion as last year. 

 
 
 

 
  

 


